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Evergreen camellia to visually join with mass of trees beyond
Evergreem trailing rosemary softens top edge of wall beneath shrubs
In-ground planting (hydrangeas) to break up expanse of stone wall

Fence clad with Venetian screens for contemporary contrast
Seating area at top level with grasses and Japanese acer

Step up to outside of folding doors creates deck at continuous level
Shed and adjoining fence clothed with evergreen clamatis
Woodland planting with ferns, hostas and azaleas
Climbers for summer fragrance to cover fence bordering deck

View of Garden from House

Large seating bay with water
feature at centre breaks up straight
boundaries of lawn and integrates
access to upper section of garden

Retain existing steps and wall section to centre of deck as part of the rustic woodland scheme at this end of the garden.
In-ground planting will rise above wall level and conceal transition to newly formed wall section.
Existing rag stones reset from this point to form rustic wall of uniform height between deck and seating bay.
Sleeper bed acts as retaining
feature towards fence, allowing ground to be lowered in
front of it.
Uniform height of ragstone
wall at 900mm at front aids in
levelling of top garden in front
of beds
Level area around bench
Take advantage of naturally
sloping ground of top level to
build new sleeper steps along
the back of the seating bay.
Relay existing stepping stones
along front edge of sleeper
bed and join with existing step
at tree on one side, and new
set of steps at seating bay on
the other (see dashed lines)
Clarify where paving is to stop
at side of house (both sides)

(Shown without vegetation for clarity)

Seating Bay with Water Feature

Add step to bridge levels at kitchen door
Space for BBQ
Curved edges soften lines of path and deck

Path and Raised Bed

Example of curved random paver
sandstone path with sett edge

Parthenocissus Henryana:
Tough climber to quickly and effectively
cover fence behind tree. This vine is
deciduous but its attractively veined
leaves appear ealy in the spring and
colour spectacularly during the autumn.
This climber doesn’t require support
and will turn this challenging area into
an impressive feature

Fence and Ground surrounding Tree

Euphorbia robbiae:
Underplanting that will be able to
grown around the tree and between
the roots to cover what is now bare
ground. Evergreen rosettes are
attractive year round; bears chrtreuse
flowers for many weeks in spring

Woodland Planting

The warm and varying colours of the
Venetian screen, sandstone and grasses create a ‘golden thread’ that links
the seating area at the top, the water
feature and the paved areas close to
the house.

The seating area provides a changing scenery of vegetation to enjoy throughout the year. An profusion of fragrant clematis blossoms shrouds the corner
in early spring. In spring and summer, whispy, cool green grasses soften the
boundary. Their foliage and soft bright tassles create a gently moving enclosure around the bench and a playful foil for the little buddha statue.
In autum, the colouring of grasses creates a ‘golden’ spot to soak up the September sun and enjoy the turning leaves of the adjacent small Japanese acer.
Shorter grasses soften the base of the Venetian trellils leaving the main section
exposed. Both grasses and acer make for great texture against the illuminated
screen at night.

Seating Area

Existing rag stones reset to
form rustic wall per visuals

Paving:
Sandstone slabs (multiple sizes in
random pattern) to match stone
water feature and bench to
provide consistency of materials
and pleasant match with Venetian
screen cladding to rear fence.

Decking:
We propose a Millboard
deck which is a non-slip,
waterproof, virtually
maintenance free composite decking material
that looks just like timber.

Materials

a.		
b.
It is important to consider the colouring of the adjacent brick and window frames when selecting the finish colour for the deck.
Option a) a brown that is yellow in hue and similar in value to the sandstone and screens. It picks up on the colour of the brick pointing.
Option b) picks up on the warmer tones of the sandstone and brick, and creates a bridging link between those materials as well
as with the windows. It also provides a more distinct contrast in value between the paving and decking.

Planting for the herb garden will consist of perennial evergreen herbs such as rosemary and sage to provide year round
structure, perennial herbs such as oregano and chives, as well as annual herbs such as parsley and self seeding dill.
Flowering herbs (such as fennel, dill, chives) and edible flowers (such as nasturtium, see photo above) will make this an
attractive spring and summer feature full of texture and colour. One bed as shown will even provide enough room for
some pick-and-come-again salad plants.
The sleepers forming the raised bed can be stained to match whichever decking colour you choose (suggestion aboveAlternatively, the sleepers can remain unfinished, which will echo the look of sleeper steps in the garden beyond.
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